
A Bow Hunting Solution
for the

Physically Challenged

The Compound Bow Rest and Holder holds the
drawn bow out in front of you while waiting for
game, allowing you to keep hands warm. It is
ready in an instant to fire with very little move-
ment to alert game. It is the ideal companion to
the Lock-a-Draw for hunting and target practice.

Web site: http://www.bowdrawlock.com.
Consult the web site for complete informa-
tion and pricing.

 The contact information:
  Vernon Sandel

 Bow Hunter’s Advantage
 P.O. Box 467
 Dollar Bay, MI 49922-0467
 906-482-6557
 Email: vsandel@charter.net

The Lock-a-Draw Features:
§ Does not alter your bow.
§ Comes with its special bow mounted

 quiver.
§ Carries on the quiver
§ Attaches to the bow at the quiver

 mounting block.
§ Use with any arrow rest.  Does not

 block the arrow rest threaded hole.
§ Weighs only about half a pound.

Compound Bow Rest and Holder :
§ Supports the  bow and archer’s arm.
§ Steadies the bow while aiming and

 firing to improve accuracy.
§ Holds the bow in a ready position,

 reducing movement which spooks
 game.
§ Aims over a wide area.
§ Increases hunting success.
§ Does not harm the tree.
§ Light and easy to carry.

Allows the elderly, youth and physically
challenged to hunt from a tree stand using a
high powered bow that they could never
draw in the traditional manner.  The bow is
drawn with both hands to a string catch that
holds the bow at full draw until the safety
button is depressed and the trigger actuated.

The Lock-a-Draw and
Compound Bow Rest

and Holder

The Lock-a-Draw and Bow
Rest Waiting for Game



The Lock-a-Draw

The Lock-a-Draw string
catch is now cocked by a
spring, and the safety is
always on.  To pull the
trigger you have to de-
press the safety button and
actuate the trigger.  This is
a great safety feature.

Check DNR for hunting legality.

Draw the bow with both
hands from a sitting posi-
tion or standing with a
foot stirrup.  Drawing the
bow in this manner allows
a person to draw a bow of
much greater draw weight
than they could in a tradi-
tional manner.  I always
draw the bow with an ar-
row in my hand so I will
not forget to nock one be-
fore  firing.  The Lock-a-
Draw looks like an arrow
when sighting.

In an elevated stand vertical aiming while seated is limited,
but rising slightly from the seat lets you aim closer.  Stand-
ing allows even closer aiming as shown in the next picture.

The bow removes from the Rest by simply lifting.

The Bow Rest is hunting legal.

Compound Bow Rest and Holder
The Compound Bow Rest and Holder is the ideal compan-
ion to the Lock-a-Draw.  Those who cannot draw a high
powered bow in the usual manner may also have a hard
time holding a drawn bow steady out at the end of an arm.
The Bow Rest solves this problem by taking the weight of
the bow and the archer’s arm so that aiming and firing is
effortless.  It is invaluable when hunting from a tree stand,
but it is also very helpful in target shooting.  Set it up on
a tree or post for target practice and you will shoot much
more accurately with its support and steadying effect.  The
boom swings to aim widely horizontally, and body move-
ment along with some flexibility of the support system
allows vertical aiming.  Pictures in the next panel illustrate
this.

Lock-a-Draw on Quiver

Lock-a-Draw in Quiver on Bow


